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EDITORIAL RAGE

The forest fire season is rapidly drawing to a close. This means
changes for many of us. Fire wardens are taking inventories, making out
requisitions, and getting equipment ready for winter storage. Experience
has shown that much care is necessary in seeing that all these things are
properly done.
I hope this year we will have the most complete inventories
and the best thought-out requisitions ever.
The Entomology Division is pretty much going through the same process
as personnel in the fire organization - closing one year and beginning to
plan for the next.
In contrast, service foresters are just coming into their most busy
season of the year. Most everyone is now thinking about cutting timber as
the market is active, which should result in longer acres in volumes marked
than ever before.
To date we have had one of our best fire seasons and it has been an
equally good summer for all other phases of departmental work.
For the most part I have been very pleased with my inspection trips
into the field.
I believe we have had another good year of progress toward
some of our important goals.
In the fire division, several new buildings
have been started and completed.
In pest control, the cooperation and
coverage by more detection has been excellent. The experience of our ser
vice foresters has been helpful in bringing about probably our best year on
this program.
I believe the cooperation of everyone using two-way radio has been
very helpful in making better use of radio time. We have greatly increased
the number of sets during the past few years which has made it a necessity
to obtain cooperation in their use. We hope to work out several new ap
proaches during the winter which will be helpful another year.
We are hoping to be in new office quarters in Augusta by the time the
next spring season opens.
I expect that another issue of "Protectors" will
be out before long when I will wish you the best for the winter.

A. D. NUTTING
Forest Commissioner

FIRE PREVENTION PATROL AROUND MOOSEHEAD LAKE
Editor's Note: Continuing our series of interesting experiences and contacts by
Maine Forest Service personnel, we asked Patrolman Fred Cash of the Moosekead
District to relate some of his daily work experiences in patrolling Moosekead
Lake. There are over 30 camp sites and lunch grounds under maintenance by the
department. Fred has a unique opportunity to make many daily public contacts and
sell forest fire prevention.

Moosehead is fished very heavily in May and June.
trips. They run around eight to fifteen in a party.

Then it is mostly canoe

I keep in touch with them while they are on the lake, advise them where the
camp sites are, where the springs are, and most important, caution them about
their camp fires and smoking in the woods.
I have counted as many as 103 boats in sight at one time. Sometime during
the day these people are going ashore for one thing or another and as most people
smoke there is a chance of their starting a fire.
I think one of the strangest fire^ started on the lake was started in Spencer
Bay. This party had been camping at the old landing at the mouth of Roach River
for a week. The morning they broke camp and left for home they had finished
breakfast and were all packed to g o . One of the fellows was to put the fire out
and they shoved off. When they were down the bay about three miles one of them
looking back thought he could see smoke. He asked the fellows if they had put
the fire out. One of them said he had put water on it and stirred the ashes.
They still thought they saw smoke so went back. Before they got back they were
sure they had a fire, it was going up the bank in good shape. They had all they
could do to hold it until help came. In putting out the fire, the camper had
thrown the big wood in the lake and some of it had drifted under the old landing
setting it on fire.
Had one this summer when a cabin cruiser caught fire and the fellows ran
it ashore in Lilly Bay.
It set fire in five places along the shore. Was very
lucky it did not get away from them.
I was there until late that night as I
found more fire after they had left.
Fred E . Cash

Time - 7:30 P.M., August 14.
Recently a large buck ran into
the side of John Smith's truck
between Kokadjo and Lilly Bay.
Dented the mudguard and broke
window of the door.
Comment: The Forest Commissioner,
Deputy Commissioner, and Supervisors
are all waiting to be invited for a
venison feed.

FARM SERVICE FORESTRY
Editor's Note: The following are extracts from Supervisor Bob Dinneen's
quarterly newsletter, dated August 1953*
"Tree planters have been used throughout the U. S. for possibly ten years. While
the use of them in Maine had been discussed many times in the past, it was not
possible to arouse much interest in them as a great many people did not think
they were practical, especially for the small fields we have to plant. Sumner
Burgess makes a statement here which, I think, indicates what they create by
having tree planters, nrthur Head of Bethel, who is going to high school,
ordered 1300 red pine to plant this spring. When he found, however, he could use
a tree planter, he planned to order more. The point is that a great many people
can plant a few trees each year but if a tree planter was available, our planting
jobs would be done a lot faster because they would order more trees and get the
work started a lot sooner. As you all know, from planting trees, it is a long,
arduous task."
'Blynn Merrill went over the Frank Ph illips lot in Shirley last April 16 and
found the choppers had done a very good job. He praised them for the fine work
they had done and told them it would be a. good sales point on buying stumpage on
other lots. This, of course, is one thing we should do in going over woodlots not just look them over, walk out, and never say a word to the choppers, but
praise them and encourage them for the good work they have done and try to help
them in doing the right thing if they are sort of back-sliding on the cutting of
marked trees, another interesting point about this April 16 date is that Blynn
said, "*I did not mack the remainder of the lot because the snow was 4 feet deep
in the woodlot at the present time."
"Bill Adams reports that in contacting the tax collector in the Town of Bowdoin
to see if our management folders could be inserted in the tax bills, he found he
was very happy to do so and thought it was a good idea. I had a supply with me,
Bill said, just in case he would cooperate, so I left 300 folders for him.
I
think both of these points - (l) that the tax collector was happy to do so is a
good point to remember and we are not asking anything out of the way in asking
for this cooperation and most of the town officials have been very agreeable to
going along with the idea; ( 2 ) perhaps the best solution is to carry the folders
right with you so that when you do get a man ready and willing to say yes, you
are able to hand them to him and then not have to come back another time."
"Joe Lupsha in going over the woodland of Corliss and Snlan carried along his
increment borer as usual. There had been cuttings on this land at various times
of one sort or another and in one area where a cutting was done in 1949, Joe
took an increment boring on a hemlock released in this cutting.
It was growing
roughly five times as fast as previously and the owner was really impressed by
this tremendous growth increase. Hemlock, as we all know, is one of the trees
that responds best to release if it lives and, of course, as we know from the
information given out at our various training meetings on hemlock, we must be
careful in its release to make sure that it survives.
If properly done, it
really shows the best growth afterwards of any species we have."
"While there may be larger Christmas tree plantations in the State of Maine. I
don't believe I have heard of any larger than that of Robert Sprague who lives in
Bangor. He contacted Elwin Macomber regarding his woodland. He owns land in
several counties, Elw in reported, including 73 acres of Douglas Fir and Balsam
Fir Christmas tree plantations. Elwin plans on looking these over in the future
and, as I recall another report, did some work or planned on doing some work on
releasing these from alders and other repeating hardwood vegetation. This

-4certainly would be a good place to look at some time and if we are ever having a
training school in that neighborhood we should keep our eyes on this to see how
it is handled and the return from it as Christmas trees
"I have maintained in the past, as you probably know, that Bob Umber <<?er either
has the most peculiar territory there is or he has the most fertile imagination
whereby he goes around incorporatingingenious ideas into other people's minds
in his area, to see if they will work andI think we have another one here.
In
the Town of Newcastle in going over one of the woodlands, the people had done
some woodland work and improved three or four acres by thinning and pruning last
year. Bob did not say he worked on any particular part of it so I assume they
did it themselves, and have now called him in to help with other areas. However,
they pruned every tree, he says, regardless of size or quality and their method
of pruning is ingenious. One man stands in the bucket of the farm tractor with a
chain saw, the other man operates the tractor, lifting the bucket-man up and down
to the limbs which he cuts off with a chain saw, sometimes to the height of 20
feet.
I must admit this is either ingenious or completely out of this world.
I
don't know how big the branches are or how skillful the man is with a power saw,
and Bob doesn't mention that, but he
must have to be pretty good to prune pine
branches with a power saw and do any
kind of a job unless perhaps it might be a
Wright saw."
"In the Town of Parsonsfield, Dick A r senault looked over the woodland of Charles
Sparks and found that the brosbeak damage to white pine reproduction was almost
100/j in a two acre lot. Roughly 23% of them developed new leaders and I am not
sure whether it is grosbeak damage. Certainly it doesn't seem as though all of
it can be but I am sure if you are observing the white pine this year, you will
find that the leaders ere in the roughest shape imaginable with a leader starting
out or not starting out, stopping growth, and then two or three side branches
taking over, trying to become leaders, so that the entire white pine stand really
looks in very poor shape this particular year.
I think you should be looking
over the trees in your territory to see how they are coming along in this regard."

ELECTRONICS B Y LABONTE
In getting twig samples with aluminum pole pruner on
Friday (Aug. 3) 1 accidentally touched the power line
which was nearby and received a severe jolt from the
electricity which was conducted through my body. To make
matters worse, there was a shower at the time and I was
fairly wet. The shock threw me on my back but I re
covered immediately after hitting the ground. The only
apparent damage caused was to the tip of my toes.
Besides the few blisters on my toes and being weakened
by the jolt, I felt pretty good. I went home over
the weekend and rested Saturday and Sunday to
regain my strength and on Monday I felt just as
good as new again.
Taken from George LaBonte's weekly report of
August 6/33*
/
Comment:

You bettor watch ouKL

-3BLISTER RUST NOTES
Another season of blister rust control is drawing to a close.
It is still
too early to give an accounting of accomplishments. However, it is safe to say
that this has been a year of good progress in control accomplishments and that
we will exceed our estimated goal of 138,000 acres cleared of ribes.
Sixty-five towns contributed slightly over $18,000 in cooperation with State
and Federal governments. Accomplishments will run considerably over the 1954season as the result of this increased cooperation.
In spite of the excessive hot weather, we were able to maintain employment
of unusually good men without serious interruption because of rain.
In addition to our regular program of control on private land we gave
attention to work scheduled on the State Nursery at Orono and on the Western
Maine Nursery at Fryeburg.
Examination of burned areas to determine pine and ribes regeneration was
begun on the Acadia National Park lands. All of the control area on the Park
lands was on a maintenance basis at the time of the fire.
Plans for fall and winter are in the formative stage and we are looking
ahead to another year of progress. This in spite of a statement from one of our
district leaders to the effect that each year the hills get steeper, the brush
gets thicker, and the thorns get sharper.

— O ntl O /to ty / v w iil c j?

As everyone knows, Lawrence St. Peter from the Madawaska District has been
doing a fine job on the SM0KEY programs in the pulp camps in the northern part
of the state with his French interpretation of the script. His one comment was
the rough roads were kind of tough on his old 1950 Chevrolet.
During June and July Smokey gave his fire prevention message in French to over
1300 French Canadians located in 15 different pulp camps. Excellent cooperation
was received from the Great Northern Paper Company and our supervisors and
wardens.

EXTRACTS FROM WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORTS AND FIRE REPORTS
"On July
To catch
So he on
If given

9th we were all warned
the weather report or he scorned,
the air at 7:00 o'clock
earlier or later, no reason to squawk. 10-4?"
Stanley Drake - July 9

"We had 2 days that thermometer went up over 100°. All camp bosses have been
told for their men to be extra careful in this dry spell. The small brooks have
all dried up."
Lionel Caron - July 9
"Board of Review on Pembroke fire. Discussed the fire and what was done on it.
Town and state wardens tnsi were on fire agreed that some things could have been
done differently and better. Lack of scouting, not time enough taken to organize
crews for good control and timekeeping. Could have done more to get a good
supply of water on fire in early stages. 1. Bulldozed read for better travel
with tanks.
2. Located permanent water supply and laid hose line even if relay
was needed. *"e had excellent cooperation from the St. Regis."
17.
Wight - July 25
"Worked on forest fire on Canadian side of the International Boundary along with
Patrolman Hughes and Thibodeau, acting as fire boss until the chief fire warden
arrived from another forest fire that he was working cn in Mcntmagny County. We
had built a fire line around the fire by the time the Canadian chief arrived with
two of his pumping units. Finding one pumper was not working he asked me for a
pump to replace his pump, he hooked up one of our Pacific Marine pumps on
32,000 ft. of hose and had plenty of water to furnish about 25 pack back pumps.
Later the next day we used another one of our Type "Y" pumpers to pump water to a
relay tank for mop -up. While the fire was burning within l/4 mile of Twp. 15,
R. 15, on the Canadian side we kept constant patrol along the International
Boundary with jeep and trailer loaded with fire fighting equipment. The fire was
reported to me by Watchman Debrule from Depot Mt. tower.
On my arrival at the
fire I found the fire was about five chains long and about three chains deep,
burning fast and jumping, crowning in young growth fir as the area was pulp wood
slash of this season. Canse of fire was pulp cutters' lunch fire not well put
out."
Harold Pelletier - July 18
"Everyone on patrol this week. B.I. stayed low but B.U. was climbing 4 points
per day. Did not stop woods crews from smoking but asked and insisted that they
sit down to smoke. Worked out well, did not get any fires at least. We patrcled
cutting areas. Mr. Herr of Brown Company called up in regard to cur patrol plans.
Seemed satisfied."
k. A. Hinkley - July 18
"Kneeland and Brown to lumber camps in St. John area.
Seme of the cord cutters
are so fire conscious that they have stopped smoking and started chewing."
Vaughn Thornton - July 17
"Started the summer bear season last Sunday morning in the rain by having a huge
male break trap clevis and escape while I was trying to kill him with clubs - no
gun. He took off with that #5 bear trap like a man with a wrist watch. Rained
hard all day - no chance to track down with dog„ Rained all day Monday. Caught
a real old Deerslayer of a male bobcat about 350 yards from bear trap. This cat
when held with hind feet touching the top of my cap doubled bis forepews en the
gTcoiwidt
qiiite thin. Estimated volght 45 lbs."
Donald k. Smith — .Line 18

-7Extracts from weekly and fire repor ts count
"Conditions very dry in this area all week until Friday.
I kept pickup loaded
with back pumps, pumper, hose, pails, shovels and axes to be ready in an emer
gency. %lxed brakes and engine on an old Army 6x6 belonging to Dead River Co.
and loaded it with a 500 gal. water tank and pumper, property of Eastern Corpora
tion. Visited Del Schillinger's Lumber Canp at Twp. 8, R. 3 and pleased to find
he has a new pumper and hose to use in case of emergency. Also his crew is very
fire conscious.
In spite of all this, the rain on Friday and Saturday was most
welcome."
George McLaughlin - July 16
"Had a fire at T.A,R.7 last Sunday morning, cause drunk emptying ashes out of pipe.
One of them was badly burned, taken to hospital, other one taken to jail.
It was
a bad slash area but no wind, had fire under control about forty minutes after
pump was set up.
It burned into ground deep in some places. Had a limited
supply of water so was some time mopping up. Called out Wednesday morning at
4:30 A.M. for fire in back of mill on stone dam read. High tension wire broke
carrying 33?000 volts.
Started a fire in ground and old sturp under right of way.
It was in the town limits. They put it out with fire truck. We did not set up
our equipment. The day that all the smoke was coming in from Canada there was
lots of smoke here and many worried camp owners. The Uoodsland Dept, called and
asked if I wanted to fly over our area, told them I did. By doing so, was able
to see how things in the Schoodic area looked. They could not see it from the
towers."

Clayton C-ifford - July 16
"Two fires this week, both caused by fishermen. Had to spend one night on the
Mayfield fire. Wet, cold, and mosquitoes thick. Couldn't sleep. Paid the man
straight time. (He earned it)."
Isaac Harris - July 11
"Although I don't own an acre of wild land, my hair began to gray slightly last
Monday with the BU 74, BI 60, with a ten mile wind. But Wednesday when the meter
read B U 90, BI 55 with a 5 mile wind the gray ones started falling out. With over
a thousand woods workers west of Ashland in this district.
I know we are re
ceiving great cooperation from all the operators as our several little troubles
the past two weeks have all been chargeable to lightning and fishermen. Patrol
man Gagnon and I spent the day checking portable mills, their fire equipment,
power pumps and hose (Ue do this work on Sunday usually as it's more fun and just
as safe to scout around the underfloor shafting while the wheels and belts are
not in motion). They do appear reasonably safe, although we did check one power
pump at the American Lumber Mill on 11 R 10 with the cooling system full and
plugged with sawdust, after performing a minor operation gave it a good workout.
This check probably saved some fellow a little embarrassment plus some cost to the
operators as it was a high speed Pacific motor. These periodical checks are a
must during the fire season in this section that pay off double. The operators
more than welcome such assistance and our gang better keep up on different and
later types of pumps and equipment."
Harold Weeks - July 16
'Lebanon fire in slash lot.
I saw a plane near smoke, found out from Car 11 that
the pilot landed the plane in a field near fire, went to a house and got help to
fight fire. They had the fire under control before fire department arrived.
Plane pilot unidentified."
Ellsworth Burbank - August 6
"Ue have 53 pulp jobbers from two to twenty-six men in their crews.

Their job

-8cuttings range from 60 cord to 9?000 cords. We also have a few farmers about 16
picking up a few logs. We have the Plywood Conpany up on Sawyer's land cutting
somewhere near 400,000 hardwood logs. Also a few jobbers cutting pulp bordering
the organized towns, such as the Diamond flats i n 13 R 5? S.E. quarter."
Tesley Watson - August 13
"Was contacted by Mr. Yvon Grenier, Inspector for the St. Lawrence South Shore
Protection Service, in regards to cooperation of helping to fight the forest fire
near the International Boundary. Have made plans with Mr. Grenier to make a test
of our handle talkie radio from Mt. Charis to one of his towers near East Lake.
Mr. Grenier has loaned us a set of his stenciling letters to make road signs.
Constructed a mapping table with a 24 x 24 plate glass in the top to trace maps,
have completed six townships of ny district complete with old canps roads and the
growth type."
Harold Pelletier - August 9
"Two fires in pulp works in which we were fortunate to hold to area we did as it
was very dry and winds bothered a great deal on the 16 R 8 fire. There was some
good work done by the men in setting up relay lines to get water to the fires.
Bulldozers did a great job, especially on the pinnacle of 16 R 8. On 18 R 8 they
made the entire line in the night.
Moved out own men around so that we had a NFS man on all sectors but one, where we
had a G.N.P. scaler whom we have used before on fires.
He is Joe Nadeau of Fort
Kent and one of the best workers you'd want to find around afire.
Both fires will be expensive, no doubt, but when they blow off the way these two
did you have to throw everything at them and it takes a lot of men to hold on
when there is so much ground fire and the surrounding area so full of dry fuels."
Robert Pendleton - .august 8
"Night before last a man and his wife were sleeping in a lean-to at Nesourdnahunlo.
The lady was awakened by a pressure on her feet as she lay in her sleeping bag.
She looked and here was a large bear standing with his front feet on the foot of
their bed, peering in at them. She awakened her husband and he attempted to drive
the bear away but he refused to go. Not ugly but just independent. Maybe curious
to see how the other half lived. They got out of their sleeping bags and sideled
out by him and found that he had two more companions nearby. They made a dash for
their car and all three came over to the car, stood up and put their muddy feet
all over the car and windows, peering in at them. The man got a little peeved at
this for the lady was not formally dressed so they drove off down the road and
spent the rest of the night in the carp letting the three bears have the camp
ground all to themselves. I told Ranger Beach I thought he should try to teach
his bears better manners,"
Helon Taylor - July 9
"Patrolmen Gardner and Gibson went to Rocky Mt., and watchman went with them to
try and find lightning fire.
It wo,s too late to find it Sunday night and it took
them until 2 P.M. Monday before they finally located it by smell.
It probably
would have burned out without causing serious trouble as it was in mixed hardwood
growth and they found it by aligning themselves up on compass course aft or taking
reading at tower. It wan approximately 2-1/2 miles from tower."
Stanley Drake — July 23

-9 ENTOMOLOGY

Appearance of Swarming of nnts
An idea of the vast multitudes of insects present about us was recently
observed by some department members.
It involved ants which people usually con
sider as being only in common abundance. Betty Wing (the Mrs. of Chief Warden
Duluth Wing) at Eustis observed over nearby apparent woodlands a mushrooming of
material into the air at l/4 - l/2 mile off. Summoning Duluth and Joel Marsh,
it was determined with binoculars that the material was insects in great swarms
rising into the air in mushrooming or funnel-shaped clouds, which gradually met
with neighboring swarms and rose out of sight. Shortly thereafter, great numbers
of mating male and female ants (later identified as Lasius niger, brown garden
ant) were observed settling and lighting on objects on the ground, the males being
far smaller than females.
Some thirty-five swarms were observed at one time, with
hundreds of swarms being seen between six and eight P.M., all on August 13. Each
swarm consisted of hundreds of thousands of individuals.
It would be difficult
to imagine the vast numbers of flying ants present in the area that night in
these and other swarms beyond view. These swarms contained only males and females
in mating flight and, of course, did not include the vastly more numerous wing
less workers remaining behind in the ground colonies. A good part of the species
of ants mate during flight after which the males die while the females break off
their wings and start new colonies in ground areas.
Another instance of insect multitudes was brought to our attention this
season by our chief pilot, Earl Crabb.
In early June, while flying from Rangeley,
he encountered vast numbers of insects at 1000 to 1500 feet. Upon reaching
Augusta that day, he noted a National Guard plane which was forced to land at
Augusta during a projected Bangor-Portland flight in order to clear its wind
shield of insects. Unfortunately the insects found upon the windshields were in
such condition that identification of them was impossible.
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Aerial surveys of gypsy moth work through the cooperation of the U. S. Dept,
of Agriculture showed marked drop in defoliation from 170,000 acres in 1954 to
10,800 acres in 1955'
It is expected that there will he less defoliation in 1955*
Spraying, wilt disease, and parasites all played their part in reducing the infes
tation, Potential infestations for 195b will he determined through surveys of
1955 defoliated areas mapped from the air or reported by Forestry personnel and
towns, as well as by egg mass counts in 50 typical susceptible stand plots. From
this information any necessary spray programs will be planned.
Forest tent caterpillar defoliation in the Moosehead-JackmanAEustis areas
dropped considerably in 1955 from its previously serious situation.
The spruce budworm infestation for 1955 remained light in general over
northern Maine except for medium infestations in the northeast corner from
Stockholm to Van Buren. However, rather heavy flights of moths occurred into the
northern sections in mid-July from which eggs resulted.
In general, egg masses
contained below normal amounts of eggs. Winter survival will have to be deter
mined before the effects on 1956 populations will be known. One result will be
the need of the wardens to watch particularly for defoliation in their respective
areas next season.
Dutch elm disease is being found increasingly this year in the towns of
Kittery and York and was found for the first time in Kennebunk.
Many sugar maples have died in the York area and adjoining New Hampshire.
The trouble is also occurring north to the Augusta area and occasionally on other
species of maple. Cause is apparently the so-called bleeding canker fungus. How
ever, this is an obscure fungus further complicated by others which follow in with
it so that definite determination of the cause is difficult.and awaits further
proof. So far the majority involved are small to medium-sized shade or roadside
trees.
Praying mantids are unusally common this year from Augusta south. These are
odd appearing, predatory insects which were rarely seen here until the past 2-3
years.
Larry Freeman resigned September 9 to continue further study in entomology as
a graduate student at Cornell University. Larry's work was confined mainly to the
gypsy moth and it will be done now by Stan Hood. Madelyn Bullock also resigned on
August 26 , substituting for her secretarial work graduate study on the care of two
children at her home in Gardiner. Both were given appropriate send-offs and gifts
by the Division and the Departmental Cheer Fund.

Fraying mantids are carnivorous, feeding on
other insects. They do not pursue
^
their prey but wait patiently with
// ntnt
the front legs raised like uplifted
hands in prayer, until it comes
within reach, when they seize it.

-iiARE YOU MAYING ANY TROUBLES?
' During the latter part of August, Supervisors Holt and Marsh
visited the Dead River District to re-shoot some movies. As you
,
.p/Tnt see, they found things in rather tough shape.
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Harry Vose, Watchman on Bigelow,
was temporarily out of
commission with a sprained
back.

...

Maynard Atwood, Patrolman at Kingfield, reluctantly
ain. You see his
took Vose's place on the mountain
father was extremely sick in t!he hospital.
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In the meantime, three
or four boys climbed the mountain
and late one evening burned up
/ntt
^ }j^h the watchman's supply of gas. The
.1. !' ;
flames were spotted from miles
/ i /! -1!i ^' away. Lari Crabb had to drop a
/ j; ' 4^/' , new supply of gas several days later.
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The day before Chief Warden Duluth Wing
went to the doctor and received some shots
for his cold.
/nt
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Ernest Dyer,
int /
^X/M
patrolman,
was under the doctor's care
with a low blood count
and in the meantime his
wife was expecting a
baby.
^------- "Inti----.ntnt, 77/nt nt tel

Tink McCutcheon,
patrolman, has
been under the
do ct 0r 's care during
the summer.
Oh, by the way, Duluth's dog got in a fight with Joel
Marsh's dog and both were under treatment for badly torn
cheeks and necks.
Comment:

Don't give up the ship, even if you are in
a H— - of a mess.
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-12DAN - MORGAN PACK HORSE FOR CHIEF WARDEN DULUTH WING
(Editor's Note:
In the last issue of "Protectors" we referred to Duluth Wing's
pack horse, Dan. The following requested story tells us a little more about
this horse and his unique use in packing supplies onto mountains in the Dead
River District. Duluth has taken many pictures with his poloroid camera to prove
his story.)
Dan is a 12 year old Morgan horse. He is a bay and was recently weighed
at 1100 lbs. He was born in the West and trained in Farmington, Maine by a well
known horse trainer. Dan was the horse trainer's wife's horse. Aside from his
regular training he was taught to do tricks and work on the farm.
A few years ago he was purchased by a Dude Ranch owner in Rangeley, Maine,
where he earned fame as the best all around horse.
It was here we heard of Dan's
ability. After months of persuading his owner that we needed Dan in the Forest
Service, we were able to purchase him with the agreement that we'd sell him back
to the Dude Ranch owner if we ever chose to sell him. ' e knew nothing about
horses but built a small barn and took care of him last winter to the best of our
knowledge *
Ue built a portable rack which goes into a regular half ton truck and
bought a new saddle. Ue attempted our first pack trip last April which was
Bigelow Mt. with 80 lbs. of canned goods and the 10 watt radio. There was up to
four feet of snow in the trail in places so we had to go on snowshoes and Dan
came behind. At what we called Niagra, which is about 1-1/4 miles from the over
night camp, we ran into ice and left our load to be packed up the next day by
foot. Since that time we have made several trips with up to 170 lbs. to a load.
Ue have packed supplies to the following mountains - Mt. Abram, Kibby Mt,, and
Bigelow. We use a regular western saddle and find that two parachute packs tied
together and draped over the saddle are the best for carrying canned goods and
a canvas roll over the top of the parachute packs if you have GI cans, stove pipe
or other bulky supplies. We have made a wooden adapter to fit over the saddle
seat to carry the 1000 hour pack set battery. Ue have packed pack set batteries
to Mt. Abram, Kibby Mt., and recently onto Aziscoos Mnt On Aziscoos we took
the battery all the way to the tower as the trail wasn't so rough as the other
mountains.
Dan's pasture is behind the storehouse).
in the truck Dan is ready to go.

If you whistle and put the rack

We've had lots of fun with Dan and when we take him on a trip we feel we
do the work of many men.
Written by Duluth Wing

Chester Hathaway, watchman at Mountain Hill, Jefferson, accidentally
shot himself while hunting hedgehogs behind his home on September 15. He was
born July 11, 1894 at Mattawamkeag. He had worked for the department each
season since April, 1947.
Chester was a conscientious and keen watchman and had followed the fire
danger measurement work closely at the station which he maintained on the hill.
He will be missed by those who knew him personally as well as by those who
knew him only by his radio voice.

-13SUMMARY REPORT OF WORK ACCOMPLISHED - PROVINCE OF QUEBEC
(Editor's Note: At our annual spring warden training schools we have shown
summaries of work performed from weekly reports. These serve an educational
value in bringing attention to any unbalances of work planning and performance.
From the 1953 Report of the Minister of Lands and Mines of the Province of Quebec
we are pleased to print a most interesting summary of work accomplished. It
should be helpful to our warden personnel for ideas and suggestions.)
The work accoirplished by the personnel of the various protective organiza
tions consists principally in the establishment and upkeep of transportation
facilities, the construction and maintenance of telephone lines, lookout towers,
camps and other buildings, the maintenance in a state of efficiency of the equip
ment, patrolling the protected areas, suppressing fires, watching from the lookout
towers, controlling the burning of abatis including an assistance in the burning
thereof, controlling the circulation and wildberry picking, recording meteorologi
cal observations, gathering samples for forest insect survey purposes, inspecting
sawmills, railway lines, locomotives, etc., supervising the observance of the laws
and regulations relating to forest fire protection, etc.
In 1952, a total of 329,334 work-days was recorded. Of this total, 0.2 per
cent was spent in opening new portages, 2.4 per cent in clearing old portages,
6.0 per cent in the construction and maintenance of telephone lines, 1.0 per cent
in the construction and maintenance of lookout towers, 3*5 per cent in the con
struction and upkeep of buildings, 29.8 per cent in patrol duties, 0.9 per cent in
suppressing fires, 10.8 per cent in watching from lookout towers, 5.2 per cent in
inspections, 7.0 per cent in supervising over the gates, 17.3 per cent at the pro
tection posts, and 15.9 per cent in various other occupations.
In 1952 also, a total of 4,376,918 miles was covered by the personnel of the
various protective organizations. Of this total, 11.3 per cent was covered on
foot, 2.5 per cent on horseback, 1.7 per cent by plane, 74.2 per cent by automo
bile, 0.5 per cent by bicycle, 1.8 per cent on handcar or by railway, and 9.0 per
cent by canoe or yacht.
In comparison with last year, we note that the percent
ages of the distances covered on foot, by horse, on handcars or in trains and in
canoe or yacht, decreased, whereas the distance covered by planes, automobiles and
bicycle increased.
The employees of the various protective organizations, in 1952, affixed a
record number of 75.817 posters and opened or cleared 143,209 arpents of portages.
Ue issued, in 1952, a total of 12,224 burning permits authorizing the dis
posal by fire of 23,698 acres of abatis or other slash. This control of the burn
ing of abatis necessitated 18,915 inspections, 12,122 of which before the burning
and 6,793 after the burning. Several settlers amongst those holding said permits
enjoyed a special assistance from the Protection Service in order to carry out the
burning of their slash without hazard. This assistance in the burning of abatis
consists in loaning of tools or assigning a ranger or a deputy-ranger or a squad
of men under the direction of a ranger or sub-ranger, whenever some one is not in
a position to carry out the burning of his abatis without running the risk that
the fire spreads to the forest.
In 1952, this assistance in the burning of abatis
cost the Protection Service, $12,777.66.
In 1952, a total of 1,470,701 circulation permits in forest were issued, of
which 904,665 were distributed by the personnel of the Protection Service. It
must be noted also that 6 ,365,727 days of forest residence were allocated through
these permits and that the forest fire rangers double-checked 1,478,018 persons
duly authorized to enter our forests.
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We continued, in 1932 , the method of surveillance of the blueberry pickers
which is in force since several years. This control of the pickers of blue
berries and other wild fruits consists in checking the travel back and forth of
the pickers by way of a picking permit. This permit replaces a circulation per
mit; it authorizes the beneficiary and the members of his group to enter into
and remain on a location mentioned on the permit, but exclusively for the purpose
of gathering blueberries or other wild fruits. One permit only is issued for the
same family or same group and the beneficiary is held responsible for any inrfraction to the regulations stipulated in the permit, committed by himself or
the members of his group.
In 1932, a total of 3?293 permits were issued author
izing 22,150 persons to proceed to pick blueberries or other wild fruits in the
protected areas.

OPEN HOUSE
(Editor's Note: The Open House suggestion originated with Franklin Sargent and
was mentioned at the spring warden training schools for follow up. The two
following accounts are interesting.
If others were held they escaped our atten
tion. )
Open house was held at the Alfred storehouse on August 27 from 1 to 3 P.M.
The attendance was rather small, partly due no doubt to the heavy thunder
showers all around us. Those who did come in had never been in before. They
were very much surprised at the amount of equipment kept at the storehouse and
asked many questions about the different pieces. One party looked over the fire
danger station and showed a great deal of interest in that.
L. Clayton Weymouth

At the regular meeting of the personnel in District No. 4 at Jefferson
storehouse plans were discussed for holding Open House.
It was decided that
Jefferson storehouse would be the proper place as it is centrally located in the
district. Before our meeting adjourned the Chief of the Jefferson Volunteer Fire
Department came in. Ue told him our plan. "Strange thing, isn't it, I was think
ing about doing the same thing for our town volunteer fire department." It was
agreed a fine thing to combine our activities and a date was set. When the day
arrived it was raining and continued all day and evening. Nevertheless, we had
42 outside visitors.
The idea of tying in a Volunteer Department made it seem more realistic
when explaining our setup here in the organized towns.
Ue displayed all equipment possible and distributed posters, signs, etc.
A few out of state people came in that were interested in our system of
"Chain of Command" and Communication setup.
I believe this is a fine thing to do and we as wardens received much valu
able information from the contacts made.
If time permits I am planning to repeat
this idea next year in another part of my district.
It seems to be a good way
to sell our product, so to speak.
Waldo Clark

-13FILM IN MAINE "LAYS OF A TREE"
During the past few years the fourteen northeastern states, comprising
Region 7 of the U. S. Forest Service, have cooperatively produced a film each
year. You will remember "Fire in the Forest," "Building A Fire Line," "Water
on the Fire,** and last year, "Men, Women, and Children." The last one in
particular was aimed at forest fire prevention.
The amount each state pays for these films is based on the amount of Federal,
money received each year. As Maine receives a fairly large amount compared to
the other thirteen states, we had to pay a proportionally large share of the
cost of the films. A good many comments have also been heard regarding the fact
that most of the films have been taken in the southern part of the Region. For
these reasons the department urged that some of the scenes in forthcoming films
be taken in Maine.
Notice was received last spring that the film for the current year would
be made in Maine - the title "Days of a Tree." This is another prevention
film basically to show some of the reasons why forest fires should be prevented.
It shows the need for forests in conserving water for recreation, power, human
consumption, and industry.
The U. S. Department of Agriculture, Office of Information, Washington,
D.C., provided a director, Daniel Chapman, and a cameraman, Robert Keifer, with
the necessary equipment. They arrived in Maine on July 23 and went to work
finding suitable sites and shooting scenes.
(Continued on next page).

LET'S PLAY LEAP FROG
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In filming one of the river scenes in "Days of A Tree" it was necessary for
Director Dan Chapman and Assistant Director Joel Marsh to change places mid
stream in the St. Croix River.
Joel really felt at home, but Chapman had
different ideas.

-

16-

Chapman brought his nephew, William Chapman, to take the part of the son
and Fred Holt, from the Augusta office, played the part of the father. The
story concerns the father returning to his favorite fishing haunts of 20 years
ago with his son and they find the stream in very poor condition, due to the
watershed being burned over some years back. They then proceed to find out
the results of fire on all water conserving capacities of the forest and
eventually where the good fishing spots are located.
Many of the department personnel take part at various spots in the film.
Joel Marsh was assistant to the cameraman and director and learned a good
deal about photography in the process. He also stars as a neighbor, and later
as a warden measuring stream flow. All of Joel's children appear in the film
as does Eddie Holt in a flash back to the father's boyhood.
Bill Wight appears as a chief warden and Duluth Wing as a public relations
man in scenes at the Princeton storehouse. Ralph Bagley and Don Chambers
appear as wardens unloading a truck at the same location. Earl Crabb and
Austin Wilkins land at Princeton by plane to show that planes are part of the
organization.
A fawn was the calmest member of the cast but in a retake of the same
scene a week later considerable difficulty was experienced in getting her to
walk in the right direction. Duluth Wing's pet raven was a most reluctant
actor, wouldn't eat, squawked most of the time, and had to be tied to his
perch.
The filming and all the alterations of scenery and associated actions
was a great source of wonderment on the part of the assisting wardens and
the public. Seriously though, the reports are very favorable and those #10
saw the individual shots agree that the scenery should be of the best.
Marsh and Holt were pulled off their regular duties throughout the
filming period, July 26 to August 27, but feel that the effort was worth it.
The film will be distributed, probably next summer, to all fourteen states
and possibly will be used on TV programs as well.
In other words, this fire
prevention message will be carried to a great many more people than we could
possibly reach otherwise.
It was an interesting experience and we hope in
the process that more people will be interested in coming to Maine.

A DRENCHING EXPERIENCE
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C omment:

,r. During August, Ralph Bagley and
his able patrolman, Donald
!
Chambers, supervised an outing on
officials
Grand Lake for the movie officia
?'^
^ and their guests, with 18 peoule
present.
^
They all
all enjoyed
enjoyed aa corn
corn and
and hot
hot dog
dog fee<
feed
They
but on the way home got caught in a bad
storm. The engine gave out and the boat
caught the high waves and drenching rain
broadside. Everybody got good and wet in
cluding Deputy Commissioner Austin Wilkins.
It was said that Ralph planned this type of
trip to test their ability to overcome sea
sickness.
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A MAINE FOREST SERVICE MAN'S WIFE

(Editor's Note: The following poem, contributed by Mrs. Harris, wife of
Chief Warden Ike Harris of Parlin Pond District, undoubtedly rings a true
note with other wardens' wives. Already we can hear many "Amens." It is
presented in an interesting manner and is so typical of the life of a wife
of a forest fire warden. Our congratulations to you, Mrs. Harris, for your
excellent contribution.)
If you don't know what time to take off the roast,
Not even what time to make the toast;
If he loves the kids, but the fires most,
You're the wife of a Maine Forest Service Man.
If the air is blue with the words he uses,
On account of the fishermen's campfires he loses,
Or the burning permits that suffer abuses;
You're the wife of a Maine Forest Service Man.
If the men he introduces you to are lonesome,
And about once a month you meet a new one;
The prayers at the table are for Class One,
You're the wife of a Maine Forest Service Man.
If he has already spent his weekly pay,
And given his day a week off away;
If he has planned work and the kids planned play;
You're the wife of a Maine Forest Service Man.
If he is blind to the new dress you wear;
Smiles when he hears of rain somewhere;
Looks at the sun with a far off stare;
You're the wife of a Maine Forest Service Man.
Then he comes off a fire the color of "Smokey" the Bear,
Every part of his uniform has a tear;
You look in the bathtub and the ring is there;
You're the wife of a Maine Forest Service Man.
If the day has been kind of borey,
And you would like to have him talk or tell a story;
But he says, "Honey, will you copy inventory?"
You're the wife of a Maine Forest Service MAn.
When Eddie Fisher begins to sing,
You shut off the radio for the telephone begins to ring;
The lookout towerman wants something;
You're the wife of a Maine Forest Service Man.
I am not bitter, I try to be sweet,
There are compensating things which are quite a treat;
Then there are the most wonderful people you meet;
You're the wife of a Maine Forest Service Man.
by Madelene Harris
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ATTITUDES OF OWNERS TOWARD PROGRAMS FOR IMPROVING THEIR T R E E R MAMAGEMENT
(Reprinted, from Technical Bulletin No. 33? published by the Agriculture
Experiment Station of Mississippi State College, and taken from Pennsylvania
Forests. The Pennsylvania Forestry Association,)
Owners' attitudes are of interest as foreshadowing their reception of
various programs for improving timber management. Failure of owners to approve
specific measures does not prove the unworthiness of these measures, but it does
mean that success will not be sudden and that some preparation may be required to
pave the way for the measures.
The attitudes reported here are those expressed by owners whose manage
ment practices rate poor or worse. Obviously, attitudes are different for the
better forest managers, who ha,ve much greater interest in measures designed to
improve timber management.
One— third of the owners say they would accept public technical help if it
were free. Although these owners recognize that there is a way of managing their
forest land which is superior to their present methods, nevertheless, their in
terest is still tenuous. This is illustrated by the fact that the expression of
interest dwindles rapidly when owners are confronted with the prospect of even a
token of payment for technical services.
Two-thirds of the owners say they do not want public management assistance
at present, whether free or not,, This is in some cases a matter of principle, but
usually the owners feel they are able to manage their forest land satisfactorily
themselves.
Relatively few owners express interest in hiring the technical services of
a forester at some cost such as 20 percent of stunpage price. Similarly, few
owners indicate any interest in some form of cooperative which would furnish tech
nical forestry supervision to its members. As in the case of public help, these
indications of lack of interest may result from the common lack of understanding
of the potential contributions of technical timber management to income. Many
owners know that foresters can help them,, but they do not feel that technical help
will justify its cost. Too, some of the lack of interest is undoubtedly due to
the failure of owners to have done any previous thinking on these subjects.
What would it mean to an owner* s management effort if forest credit at low
interest rates should be made available, if better fire protection were offered by
the public, or if taxes on forest land were lowered? So far as expressed owner
attitudes go, the answer is that management effort would not be affected very much.
Practically no owners suggest that forest land taxes deter them from
better forestry. This is net to say that the system of forest-land taxation is
equitable or that during periods of economic depression taxes may net become an ex
cessive burden. Yet the conclusion is inescapable that during the prosperous
period that was studied, forest land taxes did not appear to forest landowners as
an obstacle to better management. This observation is reinforced by the lack of
relationship previously noted between the amount of forest--land taxes and quality
of management practices.
Similarly, only a few owners express interest in forest credit. Nor do
they suggest that the chance to borrow on their forest land is handicapping their
management practices at the present time.
Few owners are willing to say that improved fire protection provided by the
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public would, lead them to improve their management practices. However, of the
three factors— lower taxes, easier credit, and better fire protection— better fire
protection arouses the most interest and certainly offers the most promise. Even
if extended and improved fire protection by the public will not result in much
improvement of other management practices by owners, protection, in itself, will
improve forest conditions considerably.

MAINE FOREST SERVICE CHEER FUND ACCOUNT
Financial Statement
September 1, 1953

Balance October 1, 1934

$120.08

Receipts:
Dues paid in October 1934 to Sept. 1933

Disbursements:
Bank Service charge
Flowers and Fruit
Special gifts
Cards and Postage

119.00
$239.08

$2.85
34.60
74.60

Balance September 1, 1933

113.36
$103.72

IN THE TWINKLING OF AN EYE
We recently received a, report that an enployee had suffered an eye injury.
Next came word that the victim had received treatment for a back injury . . .
with no mention of an eye. We inquired and received this explanation . . .
"Mr. T. splashed paint thinner into his right eye.
In addition tc being
painful, the result caused involuntary blinking of the eyelid, giving the
appearance of a deliberate wink.
"As the victim entered our office to report the injury, a young lady there secretly in love with the man - misinterpreted the blinking for the invitation
she had long hoped for. Casting all dignity to the winds, she leaped up and
embraced him passionately on the spot. Mr. T., pretty much on the shy side, re
sisted strongly and in the desperate struggle his spine was wenched.
"The shock so unnerved Mr. T. that when he arrived at the doctor's office
he forgot all about his sore eye ... but he did have his back treated."
Paint thinner can start fires of human passion, tootDo you have any con
trols for a hazard like this?

-20MISCELLANEOUS
Pats
...to Hutch Hutchinson of Rangeley District for a good job painting the 84*
Windsor radio tower - International orange and white.
...to Bob Pendleton for carrying out policy of night fire fighting on the
T. 16, R, 8 fire.
...to Western Division for perfect record of proper dates for insect collec
tions.
...to Ike Harris and Brud Davis for exhibits at storehouse headquarters
showing right and wrong places to build camp fires. This also goes to
those other wardens who have similarly carried out this idea.
...to Earle Williams in checking all backwoods roads in his district and
making notations on maps - good fire planning, Earle.
...to those wardens who used wetting agents on fires.

W estern Di vi sion Outing
On July 8, Supervisor Robert Hutton and Chief Warden Vaughn Thornton were
hosts to chief wardens and their wives of the Western Division, officials from
the Augusta office, and a few outside guests at the Seboomook District store
house at Pittston Farm. A total of 40 attended. Before the picnic luncheon, a
meeting was held with forestry personnel with discussion on several fire control
matters. Forest Commissioner Nutting brought a huge watermelon which was enjoyed
by adults and children alike.
Supervisor Bob Pendleton flew in by plane. Our
thanks go to Bob Hutton, Vaughn Thornton, and women folks, who helped make the
outing most pleasant.

Time Buttons
A n interesting incident occurred on the Pembroke fire which brought out the
value of a different colored time button for supervisory personnel. A particular
fire fighter operating a power pumper was told to do something by several dif
ferent persons. Later this was corrected by the Fire Boss explaining to the
pump operator that he would take orders only from a man wearing a blue button in
contrast to fire fighters wearing orange buttons.

Danger Station Inspection
John Keetch, upon completing his visit in Maine, wishes to express his
sincere thanks and appreciation for the kindness and hospitality shown him. He
especially appreciated the constructive comments made b y wardens in regard to
damage appraisal tables and danger station measurement work.

-21Office Personnel Changes
Donna Storr was married to William Rucking on Saturday, July 30 , 1955* The
Huckins are living at Orono where the husband is continuing his studies at Uni
versity of Maine and Donna is doing secretarial work.
Agnes Stevenson left us to work for the American Red Cross, Augusta chapter.
Madelyn Bullock resigned to take care of her two children.
Replacements are MAS. Blandine McLaughlin and Mrs. Loretta Danforth.

Eastern Stales Exposition - West Springfield, Mass.
The annual forestry exhibit at Springfield this year featured on an 18 s 18'
sand table the three methods of transportation of pulpwood - truck, water, and
railroad.
In miniature, a live Lionel train hauled pulpwood cars to a mill yard
siding. Three big piles of pulpwood were being built up by active conveyors.
Trucks loaded with pulpwood were also unloaded onto conveyors. A miniature lake
and stream were featured with boomed pulpwood and a crane taking wood out of the
canal.
Governor Muskie and Forest Commissioner Nutting visited the Maine Building
and expressed appreciation on the forestry exhibit.
Crew and attendants responsible for setting up the exhibit were Norbert
Dubey, Bob Umberger, Bill Adams, A1 Willis, John Walker, and Austin Wilkins.

Annual Compact Commission Meeting
Forest Commissioner Nutting, his deputy, Austin Wilkins, and State Senator
William Cole of Liberty attended the annual meeting of the Northeastern Forest
Fire Protection Commission in Boston, July 19, 1955*

Timber Losses
Very often one hears the comment that Insects cause more damage than Fire.
The following table is printed for what it is worth.
Estimated Loss of Sawtimber in U.S. - Billion Bd.

Cause
Fire
Insects
Disease
Miscl.

Current Annual
Mortality
2^0
4.5
0.7
8.7

Growth Loss &
Increased Cull
10.0
3.0
3.5
10.0
28.5

22Failure to Obey Warden Ends in Lincoln Court
Lincoln, Aug, 5 - Charlie Bowley of Argyle and William Soucy of Lincoln
Center were arraigned Thursday in Lincoln municipal court for failure to remove
slash when ordered ty a state forestry official. Both pleaded guilty to charges
of failing to remove slash after having received a 30 day notice from a repre
sentative of the Forest Commissioner.
Bowley received a suspended 10 day jail sentence and was put on probation
to Robert Merrill, fire warden, for 15 days and ordered to remove the brush
within 10 days to the satisfaction of the fire warden. Soucy received a suspend
ed 10 day jail sentence and put on probation for 10 days with the brush to be re
moved within five days.
Robert Merrill, fire warden, was complainant.

Rumford Man Fined $17 for Peeling Bark from Trees
Farmington, July 9 - Charged with illegally peeling bark from three birch
trees at State Park, Weld, Gustave Turbide of Rumford was sentenced to a fine
and costs totalling $1? when arraigned today before Trial Justice Cony M. Hoyt
of Phillips in Franklin Municipal Court.
Turbide was also ordered to make $15 restitution to the State Park for the
damages,

Conclusion
There will be a fourth issue of "Protectors" later on. Chief wardens and
district wardens are urged to get forwarding addresses of their men so they may
receive the last issue.

While Harland Hutchinson, of the
Rangeley District, wan at Students
Island setting up a privy, a lady
camper climbed a tree to take a
picture of a coon.
She fell and broke her wrist and
heel bone. Hutchinson made her
as comfortable an possible, then
took her to Haines Landing to a
doctor.

Comment:

First aid comes in handy.
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